PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

From time to time we are fortunate to come upon opportunities to reflect on the larger meaning of our lives, to place into context our daily responsibilities and concerns. I would like to share with you two such occasions that recently captured my attention.

One event took place on campus on May 22, 1999, when the 136th class of Bryant undergraduates passed under the Archway and into the world. Though this is my third commencement as President of the College, I am still moved by the bright, eager, and committed faces of each new generation of business professionals. They have every reason to be optimistic about their future contributions; we have every reason to be proud of the professional skills and personal qualities we’ve helped them develop.

The other event was quieter, but no less revealing. It came in the form of an e-mail from Susan Engels Denmark ’84 that illustrates how much we often take for granted. Allow me to quote at length:

“I just received your recent edition of the Alumni Bulletin. As I read through it I felt compelled to write for two reasons. The first is that my husband, Christopher J. Denmark ’83, passed away suddenly, without any warning, in September of an aneurysm of the aortic artery. He was giving a speech as the president of NEMED (New England Medical Equipment Dealers). Chris and I met at Bryant and married the year after I graduated. Chris was an example of what a good education from Bryant can do for a person with drive and determination to succeed. He had purchased his father’s business of a chain of pharmacies and did an incredible job transforming them from pharmacies to home medical equipment stores and making the company a true leader in the health care industry . . . . He was the first to say that Bryant College prepared him for this challenge.

“My second reason for writing was to thank you, the college, for the education I received at Bryant. I graduated in the class of 1984 with an accounting degree . . . . I have three children — 12, 10, and 2 years old. When Chris passed away he left me a large company to manage and run. My priority is still and always will be my children, however I also now have a large responsibility to the continued success of the company my husband built. I have extremely good people running the company for me. They provide financial and other necessary information to me on a weekly basis . . . . Without the background that I received from Bryant College I would be overwhelmed by the financial and accounting aspects of the business.

“I hope someday to be able to give back to Bryant as much as it has given to me... Bryant College has made a big difference in my life.”

As I watched our graduates accept their honors and the joyous congratulations of family and friends, I couldn’t help but reflect on Susan’s story. One lesson to draw is that life doesn’t carry any guarantees, that we never know what we must be prepared to face. Yet another lesson reminds us of our most human values: caring for those who are close to us and treasuring the time we have. A third lesson: Because we can’t anticipate the challenges our graduates might face, Bryant must remain focused on fostering a broad set of professional skills and personal qualities that will enable them to be adaptable, creative, and successful in all their endeavors.

Susan’s confidence, courage, and commitment to her family and her business are an example to us all. Our graduates may not face the challenges that she found so suddenly thrust upon her, but they will face adversity, they will need to persevere, they will have to continue to learn new skills and habits of mind to succeed in the coming century. If they can face their challenges with the grace and vitality with which Susan faces hers, Bryant will have succeeded well beyond our hopes and dreams.

To this last Bryant graduating class of the 20th century, I offer a few simple words of advice. Leap eagerly on the opportunities that life presents. Treasure your family, friends, and colleagues. Never miss an opportunity to broaden your horizons or enrich your mind and spirit.

And to all Bryant alumni everywhere: Welcome these new graduates into your midst. They are worthy inheritors of the proud Bryant tradition.

Ronald K. Machtley
President
“Leap eagerly on the opportunities that life presents. Treasure your family, friends, and colleagues. Never miss an opportunity to broaden your horizons or enrich your mind and spirit.”

Ronald K. Machtley
President
Excerpts from Bryant College Commencement Address
May 22, 1999

THE TRUE MEANING
OF COMMITMENT

Commitment. The word has become a staple in corporate communications. You hear about commitment to shareholder value, commitment to a mission statement, commitment to this and that. It is a word that gets a lot of play but often seems to be somewhat empty.

But when I hear the word commitment, I think about drive, discipline, and a passion to get things done. My first manager at Pacific Mutual penned an interesting phrase. He said that brains and ideas are a dime a dozen, but the key individuals are those who get things done, who have passion and dedication. Those are the individuals who get ahead.

I’d like to illustrate this sense of commitment with a short story about Kevin Deegan, a 34-year-old technician for the Kodak Corporation.

Kevin always dreamed of being an athlete and following in the footsteps of his older brother, a champion athlete. But he had a problem: He had severe cerebral palsy. He could ride a tricycle, however, by using his left arm to grip the handlebar and his left leg to peddle. So when Kevin learned about an around-the-world bike trip, he signed up to ride the final 3,000 miles.

During the 50-day ride from Los Angeles to Washington, D.C., Kevin fell two, three, and four times a day. Each time, he picked himself up and kept going. He had made a commitment to complete the ride.

By the time he got to St. Louis, Kevin could hardly walk. Two days from the end of the trip, Kevin slammed into the back of another bike, went flying, and sustained a severe injury. Blood gushed from his forehead and the medical team wanted to take him out of the ride, but he refused. Kevin struggled through the last three miles of the day, and that night received 12 stitches. He’d already received 30 or 40 stitches over the course of the trip.

On the final day, Kevin rode triumphantly into Washington, D.C., with his teammates and his brother. That night, Tour-de-France winner Greg LeMond attended the group’s celebration. “Kevin, you are my hero, and the most courageous rider I’ve ever met,” he told him.

Now Kevin circles the state of Michigan every summer to raise funds and awareness for individuals with cerebral palsy.

As you grow and develop and go out into life, I hope that each of you also has a chance to commit with passion to a noble pursuit, whether it’s in your career or otherwise.
Excerpts from Bryant College Graduate School
Commencement Address, May 22, 1999

OF DEGREES
WELL EARNED

It is said that within each of us is a story. Set it free and we may bring a small dose of understanding, perhaps even wisdom, to others... even to ourselves. I want to share [two] stories with you.

I'd like to begin with your story, that of the Class of 1999. Your tale is one of discipline, hard work, and old-fashioned tenacity. I know it wasn't easy because I walked a similar path many years ago, working days and going to law school five nights a week for four years. They tell me that most of you followed a similar routine, attending graduate school on a part-time basis. But Frederick Douglass said it best: "If there is no struggle, there is no progress."

So I offer my congratulations to each of you on a job well done and a degree well earned.

This triumph is not yours alone, however. Most of you didn't walk this path alone. You have jobs, bosses and co-workers, homes, spouses, and children. People who encouraged you and helped lighten your load. You would not have come this far without their support and sacrifice.

You also had the support of a distinguished faculty and administration. You owe them more than you know, as you will discover each time you succeed in business and in life by applying lessons they helped you master here at Bryant College.

THEN AND NOW

I'm fascinated by the second story, that of Bryant College. It was founded back in 1863 by Midwestern entrepreneurs Henry Bryant and Henry Stratton, who sought to fill an educational void. American commerce and industry were flourishing during those Civil War years, creating a need for a whole new class of workers — business professionals. And while traditional colleges produced graduates with years of Greek, Latin, and letters, they provided not one minute of instruction in business.

In as few as 10 weeks, Bryant and Stratton graduated men and women proficient in bookkeeping, commercial law, practical penmanship, and business correspondence. By the 1870s, the College also offered philosophy, language, art, and engineering instruction. Students worked at their own pace, graduating only when they showed mastery in the classroom and effectiveness on teams running the school's mock bank, store, and office. One rite of passage was turning a profit on $1,000 in play money given each new entrant.

To me, today's curriculum and learning experience represent savvy, high-tech versions of the program set out by Bryant and Stratton more than 100 years ago. Now, as then, Bryant students are well versed in a potent mix of business and the humanities. And graduates are as avidly sought by companies today as they were in the last century. You are prepared to be far more than mere technocrats, and as a result will live richer lives and go further in business. The fact is, the higher you look in the ranks of corporate America, the greater the percentage of liberal arts degrees you find. In other words, it takes a whole lot more than business and financial acumen to run a company.

So I would say that in picking Bryant, you chose wisely. Good luck and Godspeed.
“Most of you didn’t walk this path alone. You have jobs, bosses and co-workers, homes, spouses, and children. People who encouraged you and helped lighten your load. You would not have come this far without their support and sacrifice.”

Wayne Budd '99H
Group President, Bell Atlantic
“Every day is the opportunity for a new beginning. Whatever you want to change, start today. What have you always wanted to do that you thought was impossible? What is holding you back from making changes?”

Megan Gorman ’99
Richard Bach [author of *Jonathan Livingston Seagull*] said, “Learning is finding out what you already know. Doing is demonstrating that you know it. Teaching is reminding others that they know it just as well as you. You are all learners, doers, teachers.”

In the real world, the lines drawn between teachers and learners will be removed. We must be able to seek out our own teachers and recognize those who are looking to learn from us. We have all become good at being students in the classroom, but now is the time to apply our knowledge and become doers.

**STARTING ANEW**

Every day is the opportunity for a new beginning. Whatever you want to change, start today. What have you always wanted to do that you thought was impossible? What is holding you back from making changes? Focus on how you can accomplish the impossible, rather than on why it is impossible. Now is the time to be the person you have always wanted to be. What a head start you will have if you begin today, May 22, rather than waiting until January 1, 2000, to make your resolutions for the next century and for the rest of your life.

With changes come many unknowns. I am sure that many of you, like me, have experienced moments of apprehension as you consider the future. The security of the known is being traded for the exhilaration of the unknown. The next year will probably bring a new career, new friends, a new community. Do not let fear of the unknown hold you back. Set goals that will help you accomplish your dreams and follow them.

Henry Ford once said, “Obstacles are those frightful things you see when you take your eyes off your goal.” The goal is a wonderful tool that keeps you looking where you are going. Look back only long enough to see how far you’ve come and then focus on the task at hand.

But what about failure? Is it still in the back of your mind? A statement published by United Technologies Corporation in the *Wall Street Journal* reads, “You’ve failed many times, although you may not remember. You fell down the first time you tried to walk. You almost drowned the first time you tried to swim, didn’t you? Did you hit the ball the first time you swung a bat? . . . Don’t worry about failure. Worry about the chances you miss when you don’t even try.” Believe in yourself even though there may be times when no one else will. The success of accomplishing something is all the sweeter when you know that you made it happen.

And finally, after you become happy, successful, and maybe even famous, don’t forget about your friends at Bryant College, without whom you never would have started on the road to where you are going. What you have achieved, combined with what you are capable of achieving, will guarantee that you are among the very best learners, doers, and teachers of the next century.
Undergraduate Degree Recipients

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies

Communication
Kim Marie Birong, (psy) Christopher Patrick Gregun, (his)

Economics
William Todd Clark, (lgls), Magna Cum Laude
Jason Phillip Martone
Sara B. Pachter, (lgls), Magna Cum Laude

English
Kenneth George Wakefield, (his)

International Studies
Julie Alice Donevan
Stephanie Leigh Paolino

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Accounting
Stephen Vincent Allmonti Jr. Matthew Robert Alfred, (lgls), Magna Cum Laude
Michael Edward Andre Jr., (lgls), Magna Cum Laude
Michael J. Anoli
Valerie Marie Arvid
John Francis Baker IV, Cum Laude
Jason Warren Baldwin, (lgls), (lgls), Magna Cum Laude
Jeffrey Beaudry
Jennica Jayne Benedies
James Richard Bergeron
Michelle Lee Blaszko, (soe)
Karen Jean Bonin, (soe)
Mary Louise Buck, (eng)
Stacy Marie Burninak (pay)
Pamela Estelle Burkett
Michael Anthony Calise, (lgls), Cum Laude
Brian Matthew Case, (lgls), Cum Laude
Leah M. Capalino
Laurel Carmody
Amy Chang, (eng)
Andrew Joseph Cichon, Cum Laude
Jason Robert Cinc-Mars
Christine Marie Collard, (his)
Mark Cordeiro
David Paul Corsi
Sandra N. Costa, Cum Laude
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Sarah Elynn Couture, (cis), hp
Karen Ann Lewis, (soe), Cum Laude
Melissa Anne Crispuolo, (cis)
Anna Cunisovici, (cis)
Kerrilyn Bailey
Jayme Michelle DelMastro
Christopher Michael DiBona
Jaime Lee DiNobile, (lgls), Magna Cum Laude
Stephen Grant Dirksen, CIS, b, Summa Cum Laude
David Andrew Doherty, FIN, Cum Laude
Heather Marie Dunford, (psy)
Sarah Jean Dy, (lgls), Cum Laude
Tom Patrick Ezmodoti, (cis)
Justine Lynn Eddy, (cis), (lgls), hp, b, Magna Cum Laude
Terry L. Elliott, (lgls), Magna Cum Laude
Jacqueline Ann Ely, (cis), Cum Laude
James Harry Everett Jr, (lgls)
Elizabeth Farina
Mark Anthony Faron, (his)
Kristi Marie Flanagan
Bradley Fries, FIN, Cum Laude
Jonathan Michael Gandiasso, hp, b, Magna Cum Laude
Peter M. Gervais, (lgls), Summa Cum Laude
Ann Elizabeth Gittelman, CIS, hp, b, Magna Cum Laude
Kenneth Steven Godin
Tara Elizabeth Golsto
Gwynne Marie Goodwin
Megan Anne Gorman, (lgls), (lgls), (lgls), (lgls), Magna Cum Laude
Michelle Lauren Goosen, (cis), Erin Jessica Gotowski, (cis), Summa Cum Laude
Rita Marie Graeci
Kimberly Erin Gregson, (lgls)
Kenneth Steven Godin
Gerald William Gridley
Allysa Kathryn Hagan, (eng)
David Scott Heffner
Nancy Jean Holden
David Issa, Cum Laude
Christian Islander, (soc)
Kevin Thomas Jury, (psy)
Jennifer Lynn Kazak, (cis), Cum Laude
Sarah Jeanne Kaczynski
Navy Law, Magna Cum Laude
Jessica Lynn Lawrence, (lgls), Magna Cum Laude
Liza Jeanette Lecuyer, (lgls), hp, b, Summa Cum Laude
Benjamin Jameson LeFrancis, (lgls), b, Magna Cum Laude
Brian D. Tertolano

Chris J. Tringali, (cis), eng, Magna Cum Laude
Jenny Altagrume Ureña, (lgls), Magna Cum Laude
Robert Peter Lund, (eco), b, Magna Cum Laude
Leslie Suzanne Lord
Jennie Marie Lovet, (psy), (lgls), Summa Cum Laude
Alphonse Michael Lucibello
Brian John Maciel, b, Magna Cum Laude
Afica Ana Mannenter, Cum Laude
Anthony Joseph Mangiarelli
Sean Peter Martin
Fia M. Mata-Diliano, CIS
Anthony L. Mazzone
Michael Paul McDonnell
James Lawrence McGlynn
Theresa Marie Meyer, (psy), b, Magna Cum Laude
Marcie Ann Monaco
Javier Montenegro, (lgls), (psi), Nancy Anne Moreira
Kelly C. Murphy, (psi)
Julie M. Newport-Reilly
Jerri-Lee Mary O'Donnell, (eng)
Deborah Ann Owen
Darro Padula, (soc)
Suma Cum Laude
Robert Thomas Page, b, Magna Cum Laude
Marc David Paraul, (lgls)
Elizabeth Matos Pereira, (his)
Nancy Sinclair Plourde
Jennifer Matthew Prygieliski, (eng)
Andrew Lynn Raffone, b, Magna Cum Laude
Maryanne Ricio, CIS
Rebecca Lynn Robertson
Jeffrey Carson Rodha
Melissa C. Shaver
Richard Bradley Shier
Michael David Smith, (lgls)
Sarah O'Reilly Smith
Nancy Anne Smyth, b, Magna Cum Laude
Nicole Suzanne Snyder
Kham Soi, (soc), (lgls), (lgls), (lgls), (lgls), (lgls), Alan M. Souza
Rene Michelle St. John
Lisa Marie Stapleton
John Paul Stevens, (soc)
Yuen Sun Tang
Jennifer Lynn Tavares
Pamela Jean Thompson, (cis)
Jennie Lynn Titas, (lgls)
Gina Marie Tocco, (psy), Cum Laude
Brian D. Tertolano

Thaddeus Duda
Jeffrey Patrick Dugan, (psy)
Scott Vincent Ernst, Cum Laude
Jessica Antonia Escobosa, (soc)
Leah Nany Fernandes, Cum Laude
Christian T. Genest
Ronald Paul Hahn Jr.

Alysse Kathryn Hagan, (cis), (soc)
Alphonse Michael Lucibello
Brian Matthew Case, (lgls), Cum Laude
Brennan Peter Hayes, (eng)
Vladimir Pascal Hesse
Amy Kathleen Hermann
Clark Thomson Hill, (his), b, Magna Cum Laude
Scott James Kelleo
Michael S. Khalayan
Michael Komenos III, MKT
John Provost Lario, (his), b, Magna Cum Laude
Brian L. Lancia
Jared John Lavoie
Thomas Leal, FIN
Deborah Lee Lopes
Stephen S. Lynch
Jonathan Taylor Matunas, (his), Cum Laude
John Joseph Mazzari, (psy)
Kevin Glenn McGrath
Stephen Kenneth McLean, ENG
Steven Michael Menuller
Keith Eric Miller
Brian Matthew Mitchell
Sharon Patrick Moore, (soc)
Michele Rene Mottola, (soc)
Mark B. Nardella, ACG
Yasutaka Ogita
Scott Charles Oliphant
Kevin John Palma, (soc)
Todd Michael Powers, (soc)
Aaron Michael Prunier
Christopher Alan Race
Stephen Allen Rennell
Stuart Louis Rice Jr.
Jennifer Margaret Robert
Fernando Luis Rodriguez
Matthew Anthony Roloff, (soc), b, Magna Cum Laude
Timothy J. Rowe
Jimera Graciela Sandeveau
Christopher Michael Saunder, (lgls)

Javier Montenegro, (psi), Magna Cum Laude
Michael David Paraul, (lgls)
Elizabeth Matos Pereira, (his)
Nancy Sinclair Plourde
Jennifer Matthew Prygieliski, (eng)
Andrew Lynn Raffone, b, Magna Cum Laude
Maryanne Ricio, CIS
Rebecca Lynn Robertson
Jeffrey Carson Rodha
Melissa C. Shaver
Richard Bradley Shier
Michael David Smith, (lgls)
Sarah O'Reilly Smith
Nancy Anne Smyth, b, Magna Cum Laude
Nicole Suzanne Snyder
Kham Soi, (soc), (lgls), (lgls), (lgls), (lgls), (lgls), Alan M. Souza
Rene Michelle St. John
Lisa Marie Stapleton
John Paul Stevens, (soc)
Yuen Sun Tang
Jennifer Lynn Tavares
Pamela Jean Thompson, (cis)
Jennie Lynn Titas, (lgls)
Gina Marie Tocco, (psy), Cum Laude
Brian D. Tertolano

Computer Information Systems
Christopher Jason Ahrul
Paul Daniel Asadoorian, (emec)
Thomas Robert Babiarz
Michelle-Jennifer Raffon, (psy)
Matthew Michael Batalon, (soc)
Carrisse Lynn Beauson
Erica Lynn Beauson
Yolana S. Begum, (eng)
Kevin Michael Beyerly, (his)
Chris Alan Boehm
Carolyne A. Culli, (lgls)
Dayana Monica Carnevalini
Amy Wing Yan Chiu, b, Magna Cum Laude
Sarah Anne Clancy, (com)
Randy James Colomer
Heather Maytey Cortes, INS
Marcia Fatima Costa, MKT
Eric Demosthenes Dahbas, (lgls), b, Magna Cum Laude
Sergei Daniel, FIN, b, Magna Cum Laude
Keri Elizabeth Desens
Michael C. Drewnowski

Matthew Edward Dudka
Jeffrey Patrick Dugan, (psy)
Scott Vincent Ernst, Cum Laude
Jessica Antonia Escobosa, (soc)
Leah Nany Fernandes, Cum Laude
Christian T. Genest
Ronald Paul Hahn Jr.

Alysse Kathryn Hagan, (cis), (soc)
Alphonse Michael Lucibello
Brian Matthew Case, (lgls), Cum Laude
Brennan Peter Hayes, (eng)
Vladimir Pascal Hesse
Amy Kathleen Hermann
Clark Thomson Hill, (his), b, Magna Cum Laude
Scott James Kelleo
Michael S. Khalayan
Michael Komenos III, MKT
John Provost Lario, (his), b, Magna Cum Laude
Brian L. Lancia
Jared John Lavoie
Thomas Leal, FIN
Deborah Lee Lopes
Stephen S. Lynch
Jonathan Taylor Matunas, (his), Cum Laude
John Joseph Mazzari, (psy)
Kevin Glenn McGrath
Stephen Kenneth McLean, ENG
Steven Michael Menuller
Keith Eric Miller
Brian Matthew Mitchell
Sharon Patrick Moore, (soc)
Michele Rene Mottola, (soc)
Mark B. Nardella, ACG
Yasutaka Ogita
Scott Charles Oliphant
Kevin John Palma, (soc)
Todd Michael Powers, (soc)
Aaron Michael Prunier
Christopher Alan Race
Stephen Allen Rennell
Stuart Louis Rice Jr.
Jennifer Margaret Robert
Fernando Luis Rodriguez
Matthew Anthony Roloff, (soc), b, Magna Cum Laude
Timothy J. Rowe
Jimera Graciela Sandeveau
Christopher Michael Saunder, (lgls)

James Richard Bergeron
Julie Alice Donovan
Jason Warr e n Baldwin, (lgls), Sandra N. Costa, (psy)
Pamela Estelle Burkett
Mark Michael Anthony Cali se, (lgls),
Michelle Ano li
Michael J. Anoli
Matthew Robert Alfred, (lgls), Magna Cum Laude
Michael Edward Andre Jr., (lgls), Magna Cum Laude
Michael J. Anoli
Valerie Marie Arvid
John Francis Baker IV, Cum Laude
Jason Warren Baldwin, (lgls), (lgls), Magna Cum Laude
Jeffrey Beaudry
Jennica Jayne Benedies
James Richard Bergeron
Michelle Lee Blaszko, (soe)
Karen Jean Bonin, (soe)
Mary Louise Buck, (eng)
Stacy Marie Burninak, (pay)
Pamela Estelle Burkett
Michael Anthony Calise, (lgls), Cum Laude
Brian Matthew Case, (lgls), Cum Laude
Leah M. Capalino
Laurel Carmody
Amy Chang, (eng)
Andrew Joseph Cichon, Cum Laude
Jason Robert Cinc-Mars
Christine Marie Collard, (his)
Mark Cordeiro
David Paul Corsi
Sandra N. Costa, Cum Laude
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James M. Burton
Joseph Michael Buckley
Jonathan Paul DelFine
Dean Peter Demetrioupolos
Joseph Michael Donohue, (pay)
EvaHeldt Dott
Jason Charles Eastman
William Marc Edward, (cis), 
Sienna Cum Laude
Heather Lee Enquist, (cis)
Magna Cum Laude
Andrea Feinidis, INS
Maria Fernandes, (cis)
Bernard Clifford Fisher III
William Henry Fogerty
Aatman V. Ghatia, (pol)
Michael Paul Gilligan, (pay)
Christa Lee Gillis, (cis)
Anjali God, ECO, Sienna Cum Laude
Patrick Joseph Gray
Cassandra Lee-Anne Grenier, 
CIS, hp, B, Sienna Cum Laude
Thomas Louis Grilli
Theo B. Hall
Shannon Lee Hartl, (pay), B, 
Magna Cum Laude
Paul C. Hunter
Rahul Ashok Jain, CIS, Cum Laude
Yali Jiang, B, Magna Cum Laude
Manuel Adrianio Jimenez, 
ECO, hp, B, Sienna Cum Laude
Marie Anne Kane
Sarah Christina Klamas, Cum Laude
Hyrosung Kim
Seung Wooy Kim
Scott Francis Klein
David Michael Koestner, (eco)
Peter John Krawec
James Kenneth LaCasse
Leigh Ann Susan LaFlesh, (eco, pay)
Michelle Anne LaGreca
Gina Lambiasi
Scarlett H. Langway, (eco)
Melissa Marraeen Larkin, (his)
Jeremiah Richard Lastarza
Yeo-Gon Lee, (eco)
Niphone Lihavong, CIS
Peter Robert Littler, (eco)
Kevin William Lolley
Mary Elizabeth Lynche, Cum Laude
Cheryl Estelle Lyons, CIS
Kelly M. Mahser
John Arthur Martindell Jr.
Ryan Douglas Martini, (his)
Dita Marcovka, INS, B, Sienna Cum Laude
Keith Alexander Masterson, (cis)
Gerasimos Matsatos
David Michael Matteson, Cum Laude
Jamie Joseph McAllister, (eco)
Michael J. McCarthy
Thomas Lee McDonald, (pol)
Jennifer Marie Melville, INS
Muratza S. Mewawala, (eco, B, Cum Laude
Nicholas Alexander Milligan
Rachel Lee Minott, (pay)
Tarpot Miriam, INS, B, Cum Laude
Jason Todd Murray
Jeffrey J. Murray
Heidi Anne Nixon, B, Magna Cum Laude
Maureen Noble, (cis)
Gregory Charles Noble, B, 
Magna Cum Laude
Kimberly Michelle Noyes, CIS, B, 
Magna Cum Laude
John Kenneth O'Connell
Duki Okhuni
Kevin Michael O'Mara
James Edward O'Neill
Alvaro Ortega, INS
Jennifer G. Pavla, B, B, 
Magna Cum Laude
Timothy Parvegios
Monica Sabrina Pellegrino
Mark Joseph Perry, Cum Laude
Christopher Michael Petrace
Alan Bruce Petit Jr., CIS, Cum Laude
Michael R. Petruska
Nathalie Piquion, (pol)
John S. Pratt Jr.
Richard Manuel Rebelo
Nicole Lizette Riel
Cynthia Rodrigues, (eco)
Eric K. Romiza
Anthony John Rose, (eco)
Charles G. Roth, (eco)
Daniel Whelan Russell, (pol)
Grace Ellen Manmoodia
SantaTeresa, B, Magna Cum Laude
Prem Gokhale Sallatani
Louis Eric Silk, (eco, B, Cum Laude
Christopher Michael Simmons, 
ACX, (his, B, Magna Cum Laude
Amit Sippy, CIS
Michael Joseph Soeci, (pay)
Elena Nicola Son, (eco)
Rebecca Joanna Stage, CIS
Arno Strom, (pol, B, Magna Cum Laude
Arthur Thomas Tattire, (eco)
Joshua David Tattrie
Haraleh Sulaimani, (his)
Krislyn Lynn Trzeciinski, B, Cum Laude
Thomas H. Tzeitzouri, (eco), 
Cum Laude
Gregoire Andre Vachter
Vincent Anthony Verdure
Kenneth John Verzella, (eco, B, 
Keith T. Veldite
Sara Jane Wall, B, B, Magna Cum Laude
Frederick Oliva Wande
Sonia Lynn Wilson, B, Magna Cum Laude
Sean Thomas Wood

Financial Services

Tony Bradic
Lynn Marie Rapaport, Cum Laude
Andrew Ian Zincberg, (eco)

Management

Renée Kathleen Arrara, B, 
Cum Laude
Angelos Arvanitakis, (pol)
Richard Philip Baecci II
Elchon Abram Bagirov, INS
Brian Matthew Belliveau, (eco, 
B, Magna Cum Laude
Christopher Philip Black
Robert Michael Blain, CIS, (eco)
Ernesto Andres Blohm-Mendoza, (his, B, 
Sienna Cum Laude
Mark Ryan Bocuzi, (pay)
Kevin Stanley Buonagurio, (eco)
Scott Edward Byrne
Heather Castagnoli, (eco)
Mark John Chase, (pol)
Yi Shangang Chen, (eco)
Lynn Kathleen Clarke
Eriea Marie Crossen, (eco)
Adaline De Seoies, FIN, (eco)
Pedo Adolfo Detsresco Reyes, (eco)
Kenneth Norman Dione, Cum Laude
Angela Marie DiSeglio, (eco)
J. Michael Dow, (eco)
Jeffrey Carl Dudek
Jason Robert Elderidge, (eco)
Michael F. Fabella, (eco)
Michael Herbert Faltor, MKT
Jeremy Michael Feen, CIS
Rose M. Fochler, B, Magna Cum Laude
Robert Edward Graham, CIS, (eco)
Brian Christopher Harper
Christopher William Harris, MKT
Chad David Heipler, (eco)
Michael Joseph Higginson, 
(pay), Cum Laude
Nancy Jane Hyland
Steven J. Johnson
Tammy Lee Kelly, (pay)
Aristos Koropoulis, (eco)
Konstantinos Koukoulis, (eco)
Todd Jay Kroll
Kenneth Richard Lacey, Cum Laude
Randolph David LaVallot
Michael Jason Lenwire
Steven Judson Manning, CIS, B, 
Cum Laude
Dennis Wilber Marzuki Jr.,  
MKT, B, Cum Laude
Keith Harrison Maurhoff
Jennifer McDermott
Melissa Jane Michon, (eco)
Hassan Ahmed Mohsin, (eco)
Marc J. Mulherin
Caroline Norato
Sara D. Parker, (eco), B, B, 
Sienna Cum Laude
continued on page 12

hp Honors Program
B Beta Gamma Sigma
O Omicron Delta Epsilon
A Lambda Pi Eta
* tentative August graduate

Double majors listed in ALL-CAPS
ACG Accounting
AAMI Applied Actuarial Mathematics
COM Communication
CIS Computer Information Systems
ECO Economics
ENG English
FS Financial Services
FIN Finance

HIS History
INS International Studies
MKT Management
MKT Marketing
Program minors listed in
(lower case)
(bio) biotechnology
(com) communication
systems
(ecos) economics
(eng) English
(envi) environmental science
(his) history
(lgl) legal studies
(pol) political science
(psy) psychology
(soc) sociology
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Jeffrey Michael Pennini
Spero Ann Penta, (pay)
Penny J. Pietraszynski, (pay),
Cum Laude
Brian Mansfield Price, (pay), B, Cum Laude
Robert Vincent Reas
Matthew Adam Routlee, CIS
Derek William Rutka, (pay)
Janis Lynn Sacchetti, (cis)
Sarah Elizabeth Shaw
Anthony James Smith, (cis), B, Cum Laude
Ryan C. Todd, (cis), B, Magna Cum Laude
Geoffrey Todd Wolfe, B, Magna Cum Laude
Jay Michael Vagnini, (com)
Naomie Marie Vigli, (enst)
James Alan Warner, (cis)
Donny Wilbowski, (soc)
Robert Edward Williams Jr, (cis), Cum Laude
Ryan S. Wilmouth
Jeffrey Donald Wilson
Abnet Serri Yirrall, (pol)
David James Zychowski, (cis), Cum Laude
Juan Manuel Zuniga

Marketing
Silas Abraham, (pay)
Jessica Carian Ahlers, (cis)
Sara Louise Alcide, COM, (eng)
Diego Arango
Kerry Elizabeth Armour, (pay)
Nathan Hallentine, (pay)
Simon Howard Bath
Christina Marie Battista, INS
William Auxenrode Bernardo, (cis), Cum Laude
Jennifer Leigh Besse, (cis)
Kelly Regina Blaney, (cis), Cum Laude
Amy Elizabeth Borges, ENG
Tracie Marie Bourgeois, (pay)
Robert Arthur Bullock
Clifford Ernest Carvan
Susan Lynn Chato, (cis)
Margaret Anne Cook
Andrew Lawrence Corry
Lana Ann Corsini, (com)
Michael Daniel Culver
Isla Da Silva, INS
Abdogh B. Go Dahn, (com)
Steven Michael Daley
Saraha DiGianvittorrio
William Paul Difrancesco
Jaime Lynn Dolan, (soc)
Christopher James
Duchesneau, (pay), Cum Laude
Matthew Aaron Durgin
Keri Lynne Edgson, CIS
Scott Jay Farber, (pol, his), Cum Laude
Anthony Michael Feola
Marc Anthony Ferreim
Tara Ann Finelli
Eileen Bridget Flisberty
Ryan Daniel Foley
Amy Jean Fowler, (pay, eng), Cum Laude
Shane Dennis Fortado
Deborah Elina Gabriël, (pay)
Suzanne Michelle Galarneau, (pay)
Khourashe Anne Gale, (com)
Lindsay Anne Germano, (pay)
Heidi Lee Gibbin
Scott David Gill
Micah Leigh Greene, (soc)
Nicole Marie Greenlaw, (pay)
Syahzaely Izham Harzah, (pay)
Aaron William Hancock
Matthew Lee Hartzog, FIN, (cis), Summa Cum Laude
Sheila M. Hicks
Alexandra Edna Howard, (pay)
Carole Anne Hutchinson, MGT, (com), B, Magna Cum Laude
Charlotte Heather Jacobson
Uday Jain
Jennifer Lin Jennings, INS, Cum Laude
Neal Daven Johnson, ECO
Nicole Lewis Joyce, MGT, (soc)
Melissa Anna Kelley
Ian James Kenaway
Jessey Anne Korfich, (pay)
Jennifer Lynn Kiessar, COM, A
Vladimir Vilamirinovich
Konzello, (POLS), B, Magna Cum Laude
Margaret Maria Kontos, (com)
Robert Sean LaRonde, (soc)
Melissa Miriam Lane, (bis), Cum Laude
Lisa Marie Lauricea
Steven Lance Lazuras, COM, A, Cum Laude
Christopher J. LeGoullon, (pay), B, Cum Laude
Thomas Peter Leonard
Reene Lecanne Dina
Scott Clifford Lushing
R. Scott Mansour, (pay)
Erica R. Manzo
Michael Armandi Marino, (cis)
Jaclyn Marie Martellotta, (com)
Helen Ann Matteson, ENG
Jonathan Kenneth Moneycar, (com)
Matthew Michael Montour, (cis)
Jillian Elizabeth Morse, (soc)
Erica Lynn Nebes, (eng, soc)
Jennifer Lynn Newman, (pay)
Ankashi Nihawam, (pay)
Jennifer Lynn Noble, (pay, eng)
Timothy James O’Brien
Jennifer Morgan O’Hara
David Daniel Partlne, (pay)
John Paul Pathe, (pay)
Georg Anna Peters
Christine Marie Petone, COM, A
Jean-Marc Piquet, (pol)
Jonathan William Powedery
Andrea Leigh Restaino, (pay), Cum Laude
Gia M. Rizzo
Nicole Rodgers, (cis)
Kate Ellen Rohnstrom, (pay)
Michele Caroline Royal, ENG, B, Cum Laude
Daniel Paul Sabatello
Diane Gall Santurri, (cis)
Stefanie Suzanne Savage, (com, pay)
Thomas Michael Seccafico
Jessica Glenford Shibly, (com)
Danyelle Marie Silva
Susan Smialek, FIN, (soc), Cum Laude
Eric Curtis Showromski
Jolie Doyle Steele
Carrie Ann Strimike, (pay)
Denisa Elizabeth Strum, (soc)
Kristin Lee Swiderski, MGT, (eng)
Krisy Marie Sylvester, MGT
Jason Michael Thurman, (pay)
Thomas R. Tsai
Damarion Jason Turco, (pay)
John Thomas Turner
Eugene James Valkusan
Janet Lynn Van Bocohen, CIS
Sofia Karatina Wallin, INS, Cum Laude
Brian M. Williamsky, COM, A, Magna Cum Laude
Sanata Jean Winship, (com)
Vivian Yue-Ming Wong, (com)
Barry Andrew Yackwol, (com)

Associate in Science in Business Administration
Lance Matthew Horrie
Guilornar Amurro Melo

Associate in Science in General Business
Paula Jeanne Hogan
Helen Marie Sensnel, Magna Cum Laude

Associate in Science in General Studies
Nancy Therese Cole, B, Summa Cum Laude
Melinda S. Gourda
Raymond M. Lombardi
Maureen Virginia Poholek
Patricia Anne Rege, Summa Cum Laude
Stephanie Ellen Shiekh

Graduate Degree Recipients
Master of Business Administration
Kevin Joseph Adamace
Mark William Andrews, Honors, B
David Robert Ball
Arti U. Bhain
Carla Felix Blain, Honors, B
Keith James Bouque
Robert Francis Brawley
Kathleen McKeeown Broccoli
Kevin Buffi
Christopher M. Burns
Rae L. Cacchiene
Susan L. Caldwell
Thomas W. Carll, Honors, B
Dorothy Cheslier
Michael Cipolla
Travis Steven Cohen
Kellie Steven Corson
Heather Marie Cosic
Thomas John Costa
Robert A. Creamer
Robert Hartwell Cress
Douglas A. Dean
David DiCorpo
William C. Dolan
David M. Dowling
Riley Anne Dowling
Gary R. Dreiser
Sean W. Esten
Deborah J. Fitchay
Alison Anne Fairchild, Honors, B
Rebecca J. Fleri
Joseph E. Fogarty
Timothy M. Fox
Kristin L. Fraser
Stephen A. Furia
Reshma M. Gada
Robert F. Gay, Honors
Anna Gershman
Nadiq Ghia, Honors, B
Nikhil Ghia, Honors, B
Piero Giannini
Laurie B. Grenier, Honors, B
Robert Michael Grundstrom
Rooney Hamson
Alan Hecht, Honors
Thomas F. Hill Jr.
Martin A. Hippert, Honors, B
Mary Lou Johnson
Anne D. Kehans, Honors, B
George A. Kinnam, Honors
Matthew Christian Klein, Honors
Marion F. Lally
Bernard E. Lane Jr.
David Lionel LaSalle
Carolyn Rene Lavine
Bruce Robert Levesque
Eilane Cynthia Liappalis
Michael D. Lilley Jr., Honors
Brian W. Littleton
Kinga M. Lord
Nicholas Luisi, Honors
Malcolm Scott MacLeod
David Patrick Mathers
Maureen Theresa McKenzie
David McNulty
Therese A. Meolec
Daniel Francis Menconi
Robert Joseph Michele
Philip Andrew Moen
Sashi K. Mohanty
Michael Moris
Michael E. Morrisette
William Anthony Muto
Raymond P. Page
Kimberly A. Palm
Scott G. Piscarcz
Elizabeth Anne Pollard
Neal W. Rainey
Lisa Cote Rivard
Kelly Ann Ronch
Lisa L. Rodriguez
Roger A. Rue
Tara L. Santoro
Regina Marie Sisk
Deirdre Slocum
Duren A. Telesco, Honors, B
Jeffrey S. Teixeira, Honors
Mark Anthony Trott, Honors, B
Gregory J. Tuckor
Sabrina Vigliante
Louis Valiho
Lynn R. Walter, Honors, B
Mark Andrew Williams
Jeffrey Michael Wilson
Marlery S. Wood
Thomas Emerson Zahn
George L. Zoglo

Master of Science in Accounting
Lisa A. M. Burton
Rosita Mary Flynn
Patrick Jeremy Harrigan
Liying Li
Angela Rose Smith

Master of Science in Taxation
Michele S. Bunar, Honors
Joseph Cecarelli
Join Anthony Cicaldina
Mark Richard Conley
Joseph M. Creighton
Joseph M. Deiello
Frank L. DiLorenzo
Robert Paul Gessman
Lillian M. Jaquard
Irwin Kalmer
Shannon Elizabeth Lynch
Denise F. Nault
R. David Nandall
Antonio J. Rebello
Deanna M. Scilliano
Jacquelyn H. Tracy

Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Study
William P. Dowd
Leslie Patricia Filippelli-Doma
Lawrence Stephen Hershoff
Arthur David Larson
Joseph Knight-McKenna
Timothy C. O’Connell
John R. Zick
Honorary Degree Recipients

Graduate School Commencement

Wayne A. Budd
Group President, New England—Bell Atlantic
Doctor of Humane Letters

George F. Congdon II '64
Executive Vice President and Trustee, Liberty Property Trust
Doctor of Business Administration (awarded posthumously)

Undergraduate Commencement

James M. Benson
Chairman, President, and CEO, New England Financial
Doctor of Business Administration

Orit Gadiesh
Chairman and CEO, Bain & Company, Boston
Doctor of Business Administration

John E. Wolfe
President, CEO, and Director, Metrisa, Inc.
Doctor of Business Administration
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